
The mystery of high temperature (𝑇𝑐) superconductivity

remains one of the major subject of research interest

since its discovery in the mid-1980s. The appearance of

high temperature superconductivity in many unexpected

materials indicates our lack of theoretical understanding

in this phenomenon [1]. One approach to build up our

knowledge is by exploring the phase diagram through

direct transport measurements of the known high 𝑇𝑐
superconductors. HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201) is an ideal

modeling compound for experimental study due to its

simple tetragonal lattice and highest 𝑇𝑐 among all

existing single layer cuprates.
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The synthesis method proposed by Zhao et al. [2] which

succeeded in synthesizing the record-keeping high purity

large Hg1201 samples was followed as the general

guide line of growth in this study.

• Preparation of the precursor

Ba(NO3)2 and CuO powder with exact 

stoichiometric ratio are mixed and grinded 

thoroughly. The mixture is calcined in an 

oxygen atmosphere before the growth to form 

the precursor Ba2CuO3.

• Loading the reactants in the reaction chamber

2.14g precursor is poured into a zirconium 

crucible in the N2 environment. The crucible 

together with 1.5g HgO and a small amount of 

MgSO4•7H2O is subsequently vacuum sealed 

inside a quartz tube by a welded plug.

• Reaction and crystallization of Hg1201

The quartz tube with chemicals is then placed 

inside a high temperature box furnace under 

the temperature profile as shown below.

Figure 1. The furnace temperature profile of the growth 

of Hg1201. The sample is first heated to 800℃. The 

system then stays at 800℃ for 20h to synthesize 

Hg1201. (The 10-hour reaction time of the original 

proposed has been doubled in current growth procedure.) 

The furnace heats up to 1020℃ at 10 ℃/h to melt 

Hg1201 in the crucible. The molten substance stays at 

this temperature for 3 hours for thoroughly mixing. The 

product is then slowly cooled down to 900℃ in 60 hours 

which enables the crystallization of large and 

homogenous Hg1201 sample. The furnace is eventually 

set back to room temperature which concludes the 

growth procedure.

Measurement & Result

The magnetization versus temperature data above was obtained

from Magnetic Properties Measurement System (MPMS). The

measurement contains two stages. The sample was first cooled

below 𝑇𝑐 in zero magnetic field (Zero Field Cool, ZFC), and the

magnetizations of the sample under applied magnetic field is

measured from below 𝑇𝑐 to above. It was then cooled down

through 𝑇𝑐 again but in a magnetic field (Field Cool, FC). The rest

measurement was the same as in ZFC. The normal and

superconducting states can coexist in Hg1201 under 𝑇𝑐 and

above the first critical magnetic field 𝐻𝑐1 [7]. 𝐻𝑐1 increases with

decreasing temperature below 𝑇𝑐. When it exceeds the external

magnetic field, the normal state will be suppressed and all

magnetic field in the superconductor expelled out due to

Meissner effect [7], except for the field passing through some

non-superconducting defects. The trapped field in those defects

are in opposite signs of the magnetization of the sample, which

leads to a lower reading in FC than in ZFC measurement. The

ratio between the FC and ZFC can therefore be used to infer the

quality of the sample.

The standard growth specifications are now fixed at 30mg

MgSO4•7H2O, 1.5g HgO outside the crucible, and 20 hours

reaction time at 800℃ , as the result of long-time effort in

optimizing growth quality. However, the outcomes were not

consistent across different growths. Three variations have been

tested recently. One growth simulated JC17 where a circuit short

in furnace occurred during the heating from 800 to 1020℃ (see

Figure 1) which caused the system to drop to room temperature

with the set point at 883 ℃. The sample was subsequently taken

out and set under another entire growth procedure with 10 hours

of reaction time. The produced crystals are of high quality

(FC/ZFC ratio 37.5%) and reasonable size (two possible large

samples weighing 0.6315g and 0.2984g). The growth JC50 is this

simulation run which has indeed yielded high quality crystals (see

Figure 3a). Another variation was adding Ti in the growth to

decrease O2 partial pressure to achieve more under doped as-

grown samples. However, both trials failed to produce any

crystals. The third was Bridgman growth method which was

inspired by Hoshikawa et al.’s work [8]. However, both trials failed

due to the large temperature gradient in the tube furnace which

results in either inadequate or excessive heating of some

portions of the quartz tube.

Figure 3. a) The MPMS curve of one sample from the growth 

JC50 (mass≈2mg) which has quite sharp transition at its 

𝑇𝑐=(78.46±3.7)K and FC/ZFC ratio 31%. Data file was parsed 

and fitted to a piecewise error function by a Python program. 

Both the FC/ZFC ratio and 𝑇𝑐 were estimated from the fit 

parameters. b) a photograph of one contacted sample from 

JC19 ready for the test run of Seebeck effect measurement. 

The two ends of the sample were spattered with gold to provide 

good electrical contacts. The gold wires were glued on the gold 

contacts with silver paste. The contact resistance of the sample 

in b) was measured as 1.5Ω, which was acceptable for 

subsequent measurement. 
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Conclusion &

Future Directions
The simulation of JC17 seemed to give promising result. More

similar trials should be carried out to identify the underlying origin

for the desired anomaly. So far, the possibility of longer reaction

time can be eliminated, since such recent growths lack consistency

in the quality of the produced crystals. The Bridgman growth

method is another alternative which should yield large and

homogenous crystals theoretically due to its gradual cooling, in

contrast to the oscillatory cooling rate of the traditional box furnace.

The prominent issue of large temperature gradient in the current

Bridgman method is suspected to be a result of convection of air in

the vertical tube furnace configuration. Proper approach of thermal

insulation should be conceived to mitigate the uneven heating in

the furnace. In principle, the growth procedure should have already

been optimized through years of intensive study in the crystal

growth of Hg1201. However, the decrease in both the quality and

size of the crystals compared to some early work in the group [2,5]

indicates that some unknown variant is affecting the quality of

current growth. Continuing the current effort of optimizing the

growth to bring the quality back to the previous level achieved in

the group will still remain a priority in the laboratory work.

Due to the time constraint, the Seebeck coefficient measurement

was not carried out during this project. The first test run on the

Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) will be reserved

and conducted in the near future.
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Seebeck Effect
Seebeck effect is a thermoelectric phenomenon, in which a

voltage difference is induced in the direction of the applied

temperature gradient across the sample [3]. The Seebeck

coefficient (also known as the thermoelectric power)

quantitatively measures such dependence and is expressed

as

𝑆 = −
ΔV

Δ𝑇
where ΔV is the voltage between two terminals; and Δ𝑇 is a

small temperature difference between the terminals.

Two intrinsic factors of the material: charge carriers diffusion

and phonon drag determine the Seebeck coefficient. Under

a temperature gradient, the hotter end will have a larger

spread of possible energy states of charge carriers, thus

higher concentration at high energy states compared to the

cooler end. Correspondingly, the hotter end has less charge

carriers in low energy states. Therefore, in order to reach a

thermodynamic equilibrium, high energy or “hot” charge

carriers will move from the hotter to the cooler end, and vice

versa. Each flow of the charge carriers generate a current.

The thermoelectric current is therefore the net effect of the

competition between the two currents of opposite directions

[4].

In the process of diffusing through the material, the charge

carriers are also subject to scattering with impurities,

imperfections and phonons. Unlike the former two local

structures, phonons tend to move against the temperature

gradient. Through scattering with charge carriers, they

effectively “push” the charge carriers to one side of the

material and lead to the thermoelectric field. This

phenomenon is temperature dependent. In high temperature,

the phonon-electron (hole) scattering is dominant. While in

low temperature, the phonon-phonon scattering is more

common and they have less influence on the Seebeck effect

[4].

The Seebeck effect measurement thus has important

implications to the density of the sates, the diffusion rate and

the sign of the charge carrier, and the crystal structure of the

sample.

Figure 2. The contour plot of the exponent n in the relation 

between S and T, 𝑆 = 𝐴𝑇𝑛 + 𝑆0 in temperature-doping 

space. The linear behavior under high temperature across 

all doping levels coincides with the fermi-liquid model [5]. 

The inverse relation between S and T in the low temperature 

under doped region can be explained phenomenologically 

by the energy dependence of relaxation rate and the 

resistivity dependence of temperature [6]. Reproduced from 

[5]. 
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